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Graphite carbon nitride (g-C3N4) is a new class of N-doped material that exists in 2D and 3D structures.
They are nanoporous materials with multiple technological applications. That is why we present here a
complete Density Functional Theory study about the properties of (2D) sheets: triazine and tri-s-triazine
and the (3D) crystals. The layers can be stacked in different forms on the crystals. Thus, we consider dif-
ferent stacking types and calculate the adhesion energy between the layers. We also simulate the X-ray
diffraction pattern (XRD) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) pattern using the optimized
geometries, because all these data are useful for experimentalists. As g-C3N4 is an organic semiconductor,
we inform the electrical properties for sheets and crystals. We perform band diagrams using symmetry
paths in the Brillouin zone (BZ) and Density of States (DOS) calculations. We compare graphene and gra-
phite materials with 2D and 3D g-C3N4 structures, because they are a good reference as they are well
known.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Binary nitrogen and carbon materials are a new variety of car-
bonaceous materials doped with nitrogen. Since C and N are the
most abundant elements in our planet, these covalent solids are
environment friendly. They can be produced at large scales with
low cost by polymeric condensation of N-rich precursors. At ambi-
ent conditions, g-C3N4 is the most stable allotrope of the carbon
nitrides (C3N4) [1].

Due to the N content in 2D sheets of g-C3N4, there is a periodic
distribution of pores. According to their distribution, there are two
different allotropic structures: triazine and tri-s-triazine. The sec-
ond structure was identified by Schinck [2], by means of solid state
NMR studies. Kroke [3] found that this structure is 30 kJ/mol more
stable than triazine by means of DFT calculations.

3D crystals of g-C3N4, are formed by stacking of sheets in differ-
ent forms [4]. Despite the presence of pores, due to the binary com-
position of aromatic sheets, they are bonded through Van der
Waals interactions and are expected to have greater adhesion
strength than those observed between graphene sheets forming
the structure of graphite [5].
By means of DFT calculations, Teter [6] studied the different
allotropic forms of C3N4. About triazine, they found that the layers
are stacked on AB type with a unit cell of 14 atoms. This crystal has
P�6m2 symmetry.

Triazine and tri-s-triazine 2D sheets can be obtained by treating
the material with strong acids. N atoms are protonated charging
the sheets positively so they repel each other, giving the chemical
exfoliation.

These sheets have semiconductor’s properties with a greater
band gap than graphene, which has a small gap of 0.05 eV. Thus,
these layers allow their use in devices of high speed switching
[7]. 3D crystals of g-C3N4, like graphite, are also semiconductors.
In the case of 3D crystals of g-C3N4, the band gaps are even greater
than those of the respective sheets.

As g-C3N4 is a semiconductor, it adsorbs photons of light that
are in the UV/visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, which
allows its application in photocatalysis and photoelectrochemical
devices, like efficient and cheap solar cells, in the construction of
LED, and in the catalysis under UV and visible light [8–10].

Moreover, g-C3N4 is a nanoporous material of low density. This
property makes it a possible candidate to safely store hydrogen.
This application is important to solve the problem of using hydro-
gen as a clean fuel for vehicle use [11].g-C3N4 with graphite oxide
nanohybrid are employed in the construction of anode of lithium
ion batteries, because they exhibit an unprecedented high, stable
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and reversible capacity of 1525 mA h/g at a current density of
100 mA/g after 50 cycles, suggesting to be remarkably promising
candidates for energy storage [12–15].

As these 3D materials have high electrocatalytic activity, they
can be used in the manufacture of biosensors and biomedical
devices. These sensors are employed in electrochemistry, which
is a promising tool, due to the high sensitivity, good selectivity
and ease operation [10].

In the present work we make a comparative study about geo-
metrical and electrical properties of triazine and tri-s-triazine
sheets as well as crystals with the well-known graphene and gra-
phite materials. We investigate the structural properties, propose
different type of stacking and calculate the adhesion energy
between layers. This allows knowing if the material can be
mechanically exfoliated. We simulate the XRD and TEM patterns
and study the electrical properties of sheets and crystals.
2. Model and computations

The optimized lattice parameters for the 2D sheets of graphene,
triazine and tris-s-triazine are 2.46 Å; 4.80 Å and 7.20 Å,
respectively.

All DFT calculations are performed using the Quantum Espresso
package [16] with Van der Waals interactions. The Kohn-Sham
orbitals and charge density are expanded in plane-waves basis sets
up to a Kinetic Energy cutoff of 60 and 480 Ry for all atoms. Ultra
soft pseudopotentials are employed with the Perdew-Burker-
Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation for exchange and correlation in
the functional [17,18]. The BZ is sampled with 12 � 12 � 1 or
12 � 12 � 12 irreducible Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid [19] for
the 2D and 3D systems, respectively.

The convergence threshold for the total energy at each elec-
tronic calculation is set to 1� 10�8 Ry. Geometry optimizations
are performed employing the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) algorithm (for stress minimization) and total forces acting
on each ion are minimized to reach less than 1 � 10�3 Ry/a.u. by
movement of the ionic positions.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. 2D Sheets

Fig. 1 shows a 2D graphene sheet, which is a 2D covalent solid
with a honeycomb type structure. The unit cell is a hexagonal lat-
tice with a base of two C atoms. The layer is perfect. Each C atom
has the same environment. The distance between C atoms is
1.42 Å and they form angles of 120�, which are characteristic of
the sp2 hybridization. None of the C atoms is charged since the
sheet is composed of one type of atom. In order to study the elec-
tric properties, we calculate the symmetry path through C? K?
L? C points of the BZ. The band diagram is also shown in Fig. 1,
together with the density of states (DOS). The maximum of the
valence band (MBV) and the minimum of the conduction band
(mBC) are on the K-point, giving a narrow band gap (DEg) of
0.05 eV. It can be said that it is a zero-gap semiconductor because
its conduction and valence bands meet at the Dirac points [20].

Fig. 1 shows triazine and tri-s-triazine 2D sheets which are the
allotropes of g-C3N4. They are binary covalent solids, which are
composed by C and N atoms, arranged in a different order. C and
N atoms are bonded by polar covalent bonds. These sheets have
a distribution of charge because they have different electro-
negativities.

Triazine has also a hexagonal lattice with a 7 atom base per unit
cell. There is a periodic distribution of pores, due to the different
coordination of the N atom.
Analyzing the structure of the sheet, we find three equivalent C
atoms, with an atomic charge of �0.378 atomic units (a.u.). Fig. 2
shows the two types of N atoms: N1 with two C neighbors. There
are three N1 atoms in the base. They belong to the aromatic ring
and have a charge of 0.253 a.u. The interatomic distance dC-N is
equal to 1.33 Å. The second type is N2 atom, with three C neigh-
bors. There is only one N2 atom in the base which connects the
aromatic rings. It has a charge of 0.376 a.u. and greater interatomic
distance of 1.46 Å, since it forms single bonds with C atoms of three
different rings. The angles are not exactly of 120 degrees, indicat-
ing that there are distortions in the sp2 hybridization. The geomet-
ric data descriptions are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 3 compares the Partial Density of States (PDOS) of C atom in
the graphene sheet with C in the triazine sheet. In the second case,
the bands are shifted to the left and are of greater intensity, due to
the atoms are negatively charged. The total PDOS peak at �8 eV
comes from the superposition of the 2px and 2py bands, and the
peak at �4.5 eV is due to the 2pz bands. Although the 2s, 2px and
2py bands are shifted to lower energy, all of them are in the same
energy region, allowing the sp2 hybridization.

Fig. 4 shows the PDOS of the two types of N atoms. Here, there is
not a reference structure where the N atom appears uncharged.
The N2 atom has a greater positive charge than the N1. N2 peaks
corresponding to the 2s and 2px bands are of less density and form
three r-bonds with an interatomic distance of 1.46 Å with each of
the three neighboring C atoms by means of the 2p orbitals. The N1
atom belongs to the aromatic ring, while the N2 atom connects the
rings by means of a single bond.

In order to study the electric properties of the triazine sheet, we
calculate a symmetry path in the BZ. Fig. 1 shows the band diagram
and the DOS plot. From the DOS plot, it can be clearly seen that this
material has a greater DEg than graphene. It is equal to 1.25 eV and
the Fermi level is close to the conduction band, so it is a semicon-
ductor type n. As both MBV and mBC occur at the same point in the
k-space, the C-point, it is possible to determine experimentally
DEg from the optical threshold. Due to this, direct transition occurs
under light adsorption [21,22]. The relationship between DEg and
the threshold frequency (mg) is given by the following equation:

DEg ¼ hmg ð1Þ
The threshold wavelength (kg) can be obtained from:

kg ¼ c=mg ð2Þ

where c is the light speed. For a DEg of 1.25 eV, the mg is
3.0 � 1014 Hz and kg is 992.6 nm (near infrared). All these data are
listed in Table 2.

Tri-s-triazine has a hexagonal lattice with a base of 14 atoms
per cell unit. In this lattice, the pores are greater than in the tri-
azine case. There are two types of C atoms: (three) C1 and (three)
C2 atoms, both binding with three N neighbors. The eight N atoms
of the base are of three types: (six) N1 atoms with two C neighbors,
(one) N2 and (one) N3 with three C neighbors. The locations of
these atoms are shown in Fig. 2.

The C1 atom has a charge of �0.321 a.u. and it is bonded to two
N1 atoms and one N3 atom. The C1 forms aromatics bonds (r-
bonds and p-bonds) with the two N1 neighbors by means of the
2sp2 hybridization and single bond with N3 atom. The interatomic
distance of the double and single bonds are 1.33 Å and 1.48 Å,
respectively. The C2 atom forms aromatic bonds with the two N1
neighbors by means of the 2sp2 hybridization and single bond with
N2 atom. The interatomic distance of the double and single bonds
are 1.33 Å and 1.39 Å, respectively. The angles are close to �120�,
indicating a small distortion with respect to the sp2 hybridization.
All these data are listed in Table 1.



Fig. 1. 2D layers geometries, Band structure diagram and DOS corresponding (top) graphene; (medium) triazine; (down) tri-s-triazine. Brown and grey sphere represent C
and N atoms, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5 shows the C1 and C2 bands of the tri-s-triazine sheet. As
both types of atoms are charged negatively, their bands appear
shifted to the left respect to the carbon neutral.

The C1 2s; 2px and 2py bands appear in the same interval of
energy allowing the 2sp2 hybridization and the 2pz form p-bond
with N1 atoms.

Fig. 6 shows PDOS of N1; N2 and N3 atoms. The N1 atom has a
charge of 0.233 a.u. It forms r and p bonds with C1 atoms. The N3
atom has a charge of 0.469 a.u., which forms three single bonds
with C1 atoms. The C2 atom has a charge of �0.415 a.u. It forms
r and p bonds with N1 atoms and form a single bond with N2
atom.

This sheet has the greatest DEg. It is equal to 1.40 eV. Here the
Fermi level is close to the valence band, so it is a semiconductor
type p. as MBV is at C-point and mBC is at K-point. As the minima
and maximum occur at different points in k-space, then, for the



Fig. 3. PDOS of the graphene and triazine 2D sheets. (red line) C of the triazine and (black line) C of the graphene sheet. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. The different types of C and N atoms in the (left) triazine and (right) tri-s-triazine sheets.

Table 1
2D-sheets geometric structure deta. QC and QN are the charges on C and N atoms in a.u.; dC-C and dC-N are the interatomic
distances in Å; dC � N � C ; and dN � C � N are the angles in degrees.

2D sheet QC dC-C dC � C � C
Graphene 0.00 1.42 120�
2D sheet QC QN dC-N dC � N � C dN � C � N

Triazine �0.378 0.253 1.33 124� 116�
0.376 1.46 118� 118�

Tri-s-triazine �0.321 0.233 1.33 119�
0.469 1.39 120� 125�

�0.415 0.337 1.48 120� 118�
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crystal momentum to be conserved, a phonon must also partici-
pate in the process. This type of excitation is known as indirect
transition [21,22]. In this case, the energy of the photon absorbed
(hmg) is equal to:

hmg ¼ DEg þ hX ð3Þ

where X is the phonon frequency to conserve the momentum.
The phonon energy (hX) is �0.01 to 0.03 eV0, much lower than

the DEg = 1.40 eV, so it is possible to approximate the mg from the
optical threshold: �3.4 � 1014 Hz and kg � 886.2 nm (near infra-
red), respectively.
3.2. 3D crystals

In the previous section we describe 2D sheets. Now, we are
interested in the description of the stacking to form 3D crystals.

Fig. 7 shows graphite with AB stacking which is the most stable
one [23].



Fig. 4. PDOS of the 2D triazine sheet. (solid blue line) N-type-1 and (dashed blue line) N-type-2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
2D sheet properties at 0 K: type of semiconductor, Band gap, threshold frequency and
threshold wavelength.

Structure Type DEg [eV] mg [Hz] kg [nm]

Graphene – 0.05 – –
Triazine n 1.25 3.0 � 1014 992.6
Tri-s-triazine p 1.40 �3.4 � 1014 �886.2
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In order to evaluate the structural stability of the stacking pat-
terns, we calculate the binding energy (Eb) as:

Eb ¼ E3D � n � E2D ð4Þ
where E3D is the energy of the 3D crystal containing n sheets with
periodic boundary condition in 3D and E2D is the energy of the sheet
in vacuum.
Fig. 5. PDOS of the graphene and tri-s-triazine 2D sheets. (solid red line) C1; (dashe
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to th
As the layers are bonded by Van der Waals forces, a measurable
magnitude of the strength between sheets is the adhesion energy
(Ead), which can be calculated as follow:

Ead ¼ ðEb=ð2 � SÞÞ ð5Þ

This is half of the Eb divided by the area (S) in contact.
The Ead is an important magnitude, since it brings information

about the aging of the material applied in technological devices
when exposed to processes that could lead to mechanical exfolia-
tion (i.e. the charge/discharge lithium ion in a rechargeable battery
or loading/unloading of hydrogen for storage purposes).

We obtain for graphite Ead equal to �0.31 J/m2 that agrees with
the value reported by Huang [5]. Since graphite has small adhesion
energy, Geim and Novoselov can synthesize graphene by
mechanical exfoliation, employing the Scotch tape method [20].
d red line) C2 of the tri-s-triazine and (black line) C of the graphene sheet. (For
e web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. PDOS of the 2D tri-s-triazine sheet. (solid blue line) N1; (dashed blue line) N2 and (dotted blue line) N3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The distance between sheets (d) obtained is equal to 3.24 Å that is
close to the experimental value of 3.35 Å [24,25]. In Table 3, the
values of binding energy (Eb), adhesion energy (Ead) and inter-
atomic distance (d) are listed.

Triazine and tri-s-triazine have shorter interplanar distances
between 3.07 Å and 3.23 Å. They are enough to allow ion or gas
storage. The adhesion energy is between �0.28 J/m2 and �0.67 J/
m2, generally greater than graphite. Although these materials can
mechanically exfoliate, they present a slower aging when they
are used in diverse devices.

In the case of tri-s-triazine, we consider two different stackings,
s1 and s2. The first one, stacking s1, the layers are displaced
between them, a distance of 3.15 Å in y-direction. The second
one, stacking s2, the layer are rotated 180� between them, so that
the N atoms of consecutive layers, are facing. The most stable of the
two is s1 since it presents the highest binding energy but both
types can occur [6,26].

Another interesting property for the applications of these mate-
rials in the ion or gas storage is the porosity. We can study the
porosity by means of the CrystalMaker� program [27].

The physical volume (V) of the simulation box was calculated as
follows:
V ¼ d� S ð6Þ
where d is the interatomic distance and S is the area of the unit cell.
The total filled (Vf) and void (Vv) spaces of the simulation box for
the different materials are listed in Table 4. The Vv is theoretical
accessible volume for ion or hydrogen storage. As expected, the
most porous material is tri-s-triazine s2.

The graphite symmetry path in the BZ shows a narrow band gap
of 0.15 eV, greater than the graphene sheet. In the graphite, the
Fermi level is in the middle of the gap; it is equidistant to both
bands. The MBV and mBC are at the same point of the k-space,
the point K, so DEg, is a direct gap.

Triazine and tri-s-triazine are both n-type semiconductors
because the Fermi level is close to the conduction band. Triazine
has a direct band gap of 1.35 eV, while tri-s-triazine has an indirect
band gap of 1.90 eV. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 7. In the case of
triazine, the minimum and maximum of the bands are located in
the same k-point, the C one. While in the tri-s-triazine case, they
are located in two different k-points, K and C points, respectively.

All these information, along with the optical properties, are
listed in Table 5.

The interlayer distance can be experimentally measured by
XRD. The angles at which the diffraction peaks appear following
the Bragg’s Law:

nk ¼ 2 � d � sinðhÞ ð7Þ

where k is the wavelength of the XRD and d is the interlayer
distance.

In the XRD simulations, the geometries of the crystals are previ-
ously optimized by means of DFT calculations. The XRD patterns
are simulated using the CrystalDiffract� program [28].

Fig. 8 shows Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and XRD
patterns simulated with the SingleCrystal� and CrystalDiffract�
programs [28,29], respectively.

All the TEM patterns are different. This technique allows a
unique identification of the structures.

The TEM graphite pattern shows a brilliant central spot at 000
surrounded by the six nearer neighbor spots of less intensity in
the 2�10; 210; 020; �210; �2�10; 0�20 directions. The six second
neighbor spots are of greater intensity than the first ones. The pat-
tern shows the hexagonal symmetry characteristic of graphite with
AB stacking.

Triazine also presents a hexagonal symmetry. The central spot
is always the one of greatest intensity. The following points of
greater intensity appear in the �2�40; 2�20; 420; 240; �220; �4�20
directions.

Tri-s-triazine s1 presents the central spot and the following six
neighbors of greater intensity describe a rhombus with the
300; 330; �330; �300; �3�30; 3�30 patterns. This structure has AB
stacking but sheets are rotated 180� between them.

Tri-s-triazine s2 also exhibits hexagonal symmetry. The six
spots of greater intensity that follow the central one are:
0�30; 300; 330; 030; �300; �3�30 patterns.

However, it is more familiar among experimentalists to analyze
the XRD pattern, as they provide further information about the
crystallinity of the material.



Fig. 7. 3D layers geometries, Band structure diagram and DOS corresponding (top) graphite; (medium) triazine; (down) tri-s-triazine. Brown and grey sphere represent C and
N atoms, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The parameters employed in the XRD simulations are: wave-
length Ka1 ¼ 1:54050 Å and Ka2 ¼ 1:54434 Å; intensity ratio
I1=I2 ¼ 2; time of flight 89.954�; energy dispersive 4�; path length
100 m and a broadening of 0.2�.

The 002 peaks indicate the interatomic distance. They appear at
26.4�, 28.4�, 28.2�, 26.8� for graphite, triazine, s1 tri-s-triazine and
s2 tri-s-triazine, and correspond to 3.24 Å; 3.07 Å; 3.07 Å; 3.23 Å,
respectively. The more relevant peaks of hkl index corresponding
to each structure are listed in Table 6.

In tri-s-triazine, the 100 peak appears at 13.6� for s1 case and at
13.5� for s2 case, while in the triazine, at this low angle, the 100
peak is not observed. Moreover, the peak 002 allows us to differen-



Table 3
Binding energies (Eb); interplanar distances (d); adhesion energies (Ead) of the crystal
studied.

Structure Eb [eV] d [Å] Ead [J/m2]

Graphite �0.82 3.24 �0.31
Triazine �0.69 3.08 �0.28
Tri-s-triazine �1.66 3.07 �0.67 s1

�1.21 3.23 �0.49 s2

Table 4
Parameters to understand the porosity of the 3D crystals: filled space (Vf); void space
(Vv) and total volume (V).

Structure d [Å] Vf [%] Vv [%] V [Å3]

Graphito 3.24 15.3 84.7 141.5
Triazine 3.08 13.1 86.9 121.5
Tri-s-triazine s1 3.07 11.7 88.3 269.8

s2 3.23 11.2 88.8 283.6

Table 5
3D crystals properties at 0 K: type of semiconductor; Band gap; threshold frequency
and threshold wavelength.

Structure Type DEg [eV] mg [Hz] kg [nm]

Graphito – 0.15 3.6 � 1013 8271.4
Triazine n 1.35 3.3 � 1014 919.0
Tri-s-triazine n 1.90 �3.0 � 1014 �653.0

Table 6
Simulated X-ray diffraction pattern for graphite and the different g-C3N4 allotrope
studied.

3D crystals hkl 2H [�] d [Å]

Graphite 002 26.4 3.24
021 44.3 2.03

Triazine 110 20.8 4.28
011 25.3 3.52
002 28.3 3.08
021 45.6 1.96

Tri-s-triazine s1 100 13.5 6.17
101 19.6 4.35
002 28.3 3.07
021 31.6 2.75

Tri-s-triazine s2 100 13.6 6.52
01�1 19.1 4.66
002 26.8 3.23
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tiate between the different stackings of the tri-s-triazine. As the
002 peak appears at 28.3 for the s1 case and it is shifted to 26.8�
for the s2 case. The peak 021 for the s1 is of greater intensity than
that of the s2.
Fig. 8. Simulated TEM and X-ray diffraction patterns. (a) graph
4. Conclusions

A comprehensive and comparative DFT study about the struc-
tural and electronic properties of 2D and 3D g-C3N4 materials with
respect to the (2D) graphene and (3D) graphite materials was
performed.

The 2D triazine and tri-s-triazine sheets are nanoporous mate-
rials with a periodic distribution of porous.

Although they are semiconductors as the graphene sheet, these
binary materials have higher bandgaps: 1.25 and 1.40 eV, respec-
tively. In the case of triazine, it is a semiconductor type-n, while
tri-s-triazine is type-p.

In the construction of 3D crystals we studied the stacking of the
layer to form those crystals. We found only one type of stacking for
ite; (b) triazine; (c) tri-s-triazine s.1; (d) tri-s-triazine s.2.
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(3D) triazine, the AB one. In the (3D) tri-s-triazine case, we found
two possible stackings; the most stable is s1.

In the XRD patterns, the 2H angles corresponding to 002 peaks
of the graphite appear at 26.4� while those of g-C3N4 appear
between 26.8� and 28.3�, which correspond to interplanar dis-
tances between 3.07 Å and 3.23 Å. Although these interplanar dis-
tances are shorter than the graphite one, they are enough to allow
ion or gas storage. On the other hand, g-C3N4 crystals are more por-
ous than graphite. Tri-s-triazine s2 is the most porous of the mate-
rials studied.

The adhesion energies of these materials are in the range �0.28
and �0.67 J/m2, so they present slower aging than graphite, which
has adhesion energy of �0.31 J/m2.

According to their electrical properties, g-C3N4 materials are
organic semiconductors with gaps of1.25 and 1.40 eV in the case
of 2D sheets and 1.35 and 1.90 eV in the case of 3D crystals, so they
can be employed in photochemical applications.

We believe that all this theoretical information could be of great
value as well as helpful to experimentalists due to the numerous
technological applications of these amazing materials.
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